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Abstract
Agricultural innovations, including pesticides and genetically modified crops, are
designed to assist with or increase agricultural production. Agricultural companies conduct a
broad range of tests, and comply with a variety of governmental regulations, to ensure that these
innovations are safe to both the environment and human health. Though various techniques have
been used to educate the public about these innovations, these approaches might have limited
effectiveness due to the way people process and evaluate new information. Community-based
research has been shown to improve community acceptance and the appropriateness of the
solutions recommended by researchers. Therefore, the development and launch of two different
agricultural innovations will be compared against the goals of community-based research to
determine if an increase in community involvement shows an increase in public understanding
and acceptance of the introduced innovations.
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Introduction
Agricultural innovations are those products that are designed to assist with or increase
agricultural production, including pesticides and genetically modified crops [EPA, 2019e;
Ronald, 2014]. They are brought to market to combat a variety of pest pressures that farmers deal
with on a seasonal, if not daily, basis [Reeves, 2019]. These include insects, weeds, fungi, and
bacteria that compete for the natural resources the farmer’s crop is trying to utilize or that feed
off the crop directly [EPA, 2019e; Cooper & Dobson, 2007; Ahmed, 2011]. In addition to these
pests, farmers are experiencing increased variability in seasonal challenges and decreased access
to basic resources like fresh water [Ronald, 2014]. These competing factors often negatively
affect the growth those crop, leading to decreased output for the farmer. Globally, access to
arable land is decreasing due to population growth and factors attributable to climate change
[Godfray, 2010; Tilman, 2002]. Therefore, interventions like agricultural chemicals and genetic
modifications that protect these crops are increasingly valuable and are seen as necessary in the
marketplace.
The public, however, is increasingly concerned about these innovations [Ruth, 2019;
Blancke, 2015; Travisi, 2006]. The increasing popularity of organic food and the marketing of
food as being “free-of” certain chemicals or GM products is one sign of this concern [Reeves,
2019]. News articles and social media highlight some of the reasons for these concerns, as well
[Gardner, 2008; Kabat, 2017]. These include the large size, potential influence, and possible
sole focus on monetary gain of agricultural companies [Birt, 2016; Adams and Brown, 2011].
There are also concerns about the potential negative impacts of these innovations on human
health or the environment.
Agricultural companies conduct a broad range of tests, and comply with a variety of
governmental regulations, to ensure that these innovations are safe to both the environment and
humanity [EPA, 2019a]. This industry has tried various attempts to educate the public on the
breadth and intentions of these tests [Millar & Wynne, 1988; Metcalfe, 2019]. However, their
approaches might have limited effectiveness due to the way people process and evaluate new
information. The work by Paul Slovic and other researchers has shown that a person’s initial
response to such innovations has a large effect on if people believe that they are safe [Gardner,
2008; Slovic, 2002; Slovic, 2006]. While the information provided by industry and regulators is
designed to educate consumers, an approach relying on simply educating the public may not
change or influence these initial responses [Metcalfe, 2019]. Without those responses being
addressed, research shows that people are less likely to shift their position on these innovations
[Slimak & Dietz, 2006; Ishii, 2019; Kuzma, 2018; Ruth, 2019].
In other scientific or regulatory fields, community-based research has been shown to
improve community acceptance of the solutions recommended by researchers [Adams and
Brown, 2011; O’Fallon & Dearry, 2002; Vega, 2016]. The Environmental Protection Agency has

committed to involving the public in the listing and remediation of Superfund sites [EPA, 1999].
The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) lists six goals that it has seen
lead to successful community engagement and increased acceptance of the interventions
recommended by their research [O’Fallon & Dearry, 2002; Vega, 2016; Hayes, 2011]. These
goals create the foundation to the NIEHS’ community based participatory research (CBPR)
approach. Involving the public in research that the agricultural industry conducts is not an
approach that is often considered in the agricultural industry, especially prior to the market
introduction of their innovations. There are practical reasons for this, revolving around the
industry’s desire to protect their intellectual property and maximize their competitive advantage
in the marketplace.
It could be an opportune time to consider if the approach by the NIEHS has merit for the
studies conducted by the agricultural industry. This paper will examine the reasons agricultural
innovations are brought to the market and regulations and tests that are used to ensure these
products are safe to humans and the environment. Next, the ways that industry and regulatory
authorities inform the public about the safety of these products will be compared against the
negative responses that lead to public unease in those innovations . Two examples of agricultural
innovations will then be compared against the goals of CBPR. The approach of the research and
introduction of the innovation will be examined for alignment in how they met or did not meet
the separate NIEHS goals. The acceptance of that technology immediately after the introduction
will also be considered.
It is seen that, even if unintentional, alignment with CBPR goals shows an increase in
public acceptance of the introduced innovation. Further research could be done to validate if this
correlation is seen for other innovations as well and how this could be incorporated into future
agricultural developments.

Agricultural Innovations
Innovations in agriculture are necessary for several reasons in our modern world. First, the
global population is expected to reach 9 billion by 2050 [Ronald, 2014]. While this population
increase is only 30% higher than today’s population, providing enough food for them could
require a 70% increase in agricultural production. As the number of people on this planet
increases, the amount of arable land available for food production will be reduced, allocated
instead for the housing and transportation of the growing population [Tilman, 2002; FAO, 2002].
Without agricultural innovations to increase agricultural yield or decrease agricultural losses and
waste, keeping the food consumption per person constant to today’s levels will require the use of
almost twice as much land for agriculture in 2050 than what is used currently [Ronald, 2014].
Climate change is another stressor decreasing the land useable for food production [Godfray,
2010]. The available arable land will decrease as sea-level rise submerges low-lying areas.
Climate change’s effect of increasing intensity of storms will lead to more times that rivers
overwhelm their banks and flood nearby areas [Ronald, 2014]. In many areas of the world, a

flood season is an expected part of the agricultural season. Yet climate change is leading to less
predictable seasonal changes and flux, increasing the chance of flooding at unexpected times and
having disastrous results on agricultural production. An increase in average and high
temperatures, especially above 30°C, can also lead to dramatic decreases in the yields for many
crops. Therefore, any rise in the global temperature will work to limit crop production [Ronald,
2014].
Freshwater sources are also severely strained and being used in an unsustainable manner, due
to many factors including climate change, population growth, and agricultural production
[Ronald, 2014]. Groundwater aquifers throughout the world (including those in China, India,
Africa, and North America) have measured declines close to 1 meter annually. Seventy percent
of all available freshwater is currently used for agricultural production. The amount of fresh
water available for each person on the planet is a quarter of what it was just 60 years ago and
there is roughly half the amount of wetlands. What this translates to is that while more
agricultural production is needed to feed a growing world population, there will be less land, less
water, and less predictable seasonality to rely on. Even now, over half of the crop and yield
losses caused by pests and other stressors happen after the full development of the plant, when
most of the agricultural inputs have been committed and used [Ronald, 2014].
The last five decades of agricultural innovations have helped lower the number of people
experiencing hunger and food insecurity while the population doubled [Godfray, 2010; FAO,
2019]. However, this trend has begun to reverse in the last several years. The Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations states that food security “exists when all
people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access to sufficient safe and nutritious
food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life” [Ronald,
2014]. As of 2014, almost one billion people do not meet that criteria and are considered
malnourished. Most of this population lives in developing or under-developed countries. They
could suffer long-term effects such as stunted growth, learning disabilities, and chronic disease if
their access to food is (further) restricted. Therefore, agricultural technologies that increase yield
and decrease crop losses are not just advantageous for the farmer but can help feed a growing
population while using land and water more efficiently.
While our modern society is inundated with marketing in relation to food (“reduced calorie,”
“all-natural,” “a good source of fiber”), many U.S. consumers are far removed from the process
of farming and the decisions farmers make in relation to crop production. Surveys outline that
the average farmer makes almost forty major decisions in a growing season concerning their
crops [Reeves, 2019]. Examples include what type of seed(s) to use, when and how dense to
plant, how much to water and fertilize to input, which pests will be of concern and how to
control them, when to harvest, and how to best protect and market harvested commodities. It is
estimated that the various pest pressure farmers manage, including disease, insects, and
competition from weeds can decrease the average crop’s yield by 40% [Reeves, 2019]. One-way
to compensate for this yield loss would be to increase the use of inputs (land, water, labor), but
the global situation shows that this is not a sustainable response. This pressure against crops is a

constant environmental threat; therefore, proper pest management is essential for successful
farming. While farmers do take into consideration how to maximize their yield and minimize
input on a field-by-field basis, they also bring environmental and human health in their decisionmaking and in the tools that they use [Reeves, 2019]. Two of the main agricultural advances that
they use will be discussed in this paper: pesticides and genetically modified plants.
Pesticides are defined by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as “any substance or
mixture of substances intended to prevent, destroy, repel or mitigate any pest; be used as a plant
regulator, defoliant, desiccant; or be used as a nitrogen stabilizer” [EPA, 2019e]. Based on the
broad definition that the EPA gives for pesticides, many commonly available products are
registered as pesticides. Cleaning and disinfecting products comprise one category. Bleach, as it
is used to kill pathogens both on kitchen counters and in hospitals, is registered as a pesticide
[Reeves, 2019]. The clothing whitener boric acid is registered as an insecticide. Even vitamin
D3 (cholecalciferol) is registered as a rodenticide, used in products that exploit the fact that it is
deadly when consumed in large quantities by mice and rats.
Though the scope of pesticide use in modern agriculture is significant, pesticides have been
an essential part of agriculture to control pests for thousands of years. There is evidence that the
Sumerians used sulfur to control plant diseases over 4500 years ago [Reeves, 2019]. Other
common elements that have known safety risks today, like arsenic and mercury, have been used
for almost as long to control various pest pressures. Similarly, it has been known for thousands
of years that extracts from dried chrysanthemum flowers have insecticidal properties. The active
insecticidal ingredient, pyrethrum, gave rise to entire classes of insecticides used in modern
agriculture: pyrethrins and pyrethroids.
In modern agriculture, pesticide innovations continue to help protect crops from losses due to
pests (including weeds, fungi, or insects) during production in the field and post-harvest, thereby
increasing yields and the food available for use [Cooper & Dobson, 2007; Ahmed, 2011]. They
can also improve the quality of the food available to eat [EPA, 2017a; Bawa & Anilakumar,
2013]. Fungicides, for example, can reduce the occurrence of aflatoxins, a cause of serious
illness and death in livestock. The same insecticides used for crop production can also be used to
control the population of insects that could spread diseases like malaria or dengue fever [Bawa &
Anilakumar, 2013; Ahmed, 2011]. Finally, newer pesticide innovations are introduced in order
to replace older and more toxic chemistries [EPA, 2019d].
Genetically modified (GM) organisms are “those in which the genetic material is altered in a
way that does not occur naturally by mating or natural recombination,” which can make them
resistant to certain pesticides, diseases, or insects [Ireland EPA, 2019]. Humans have been
assisting in genetic modification of crops used for agriculture for millennia and almost every
plant we consume today has been genetically modified in one way or another [Ronald, 2014].
Initially, the domestication of plants was done through the selection of desired traits in primitive
agriculture. The success to this approach over time is apparent when you compare the cob of
modern-day maize to its much smaller genetic precursor, teosinte [Utah, 2019]. It should also be

noted that the crossing of genetic material from one species to another also occurs in nature on a
frequent basis [Matveeva & Otten, 2019].
More sophisticated approached were used in early days of modern agriculture to speed up
this process. The first hybrid seed, where two genetically distinct plants were crossed to yield
offspring with desired traits, was commercialized in the 1920s [Ronald, 2014]. The interbreeding
of related species has yielded many of the citrus crops we know today, including lemon, lime,
grapefruit, and varieties of oranges. Hybridization has been critical to global agriculture, as
examples presented later in this paper will discuss.
Modern GM techniques involve editing the genetic code of crops. Gene editing is when
genetic material from one organism is inserted into another organism’s genome [Ronald, 2014].
Mutagenesis uses radiation or chemical distress to introduce mutations randomly into a plant's
DNA, with the intention of developing a plant with a new favorable trait. In marker-assisted
selection (MAS), the genes of desirable traits are identified in two varieties which are then
crossed. The progeny are examined to see if they carry that desired genetic information.
Compared to the previous techniques, looking at the genetic code saves the time and cost of
growing the crossed plant’s progeny to determine if the desired traits are expressed.
It has been almost 25 years since the first GM crops were commercialized [Thomson, 2017].
It may be the fastest adopted crop innovation, with global hectares growing 100-fold in that time
period. While 1.7 million hectares of GM crops were planted in 1996, that number was almost
180 million by 2014, as shown in Figure 1 [James, 2015; Thomson, 2017]. It is estimated that
the top most popular crops: canola, cotton, maize, and soybean, were grown by over 18 million
farmers throughout the world. Nine out of ten of those farmers only had small farms in
developing countries, but they account for over half of the total amount of GM crops planted
each year, as is also show in Figure 1. Some well-known examples of GM plants are Round-Up
Ready plants and Bt-plants.

Figure 1: Global increase in planted hectares of GM crops, James (2015)

Round-Up Ready (RR) plants have been genetically modified to withstand (resist) the direct
application of the herbicide glyphosate (commonly known as Round-Up), by expressing a
bacterial enzyme that metabolizes glyphosate [Phillips, 2008]. After the application of
glyphosate to a field, non-resistant plants would be killed, allowing the resistant crop plant to
grow and solely use the other agricultural inputs applied to the fields [Godfray, 2010]. Four types
of plants have been genetically modified to be resistant to glyphosate: cotton, corn, soybean, and
sugar beets [Ronald, 2014]. By growing a crop resistant to a broad-spectrum herbicide like
glyphosate, farmers were initially able to avoid using more toxic or persistence herbicides. They
could also engage in “no-till” or “reduced-till” field maintenance, instead of the traditional
practice of multiple plowings to keep weeds under control. This practice of reduced plowing of
fields in preparation for planting not only reduced the time, fuel, and carbon costs for the farmer
but also reduced soil and water loss which improved overall soil health [Ronald, 2014]. In 2005,
it was estimated that reduced-till practices had a greenhouse emissions effect equal to taking 4
million cars off the road [Brookes and Barfoot, 2015b]. Including the benefits of soil carbon
sequestration, a total carbon dioxide savings equivalent to removing over 12 million cars off the
road was estimated for 2013.
Bt-plants have been genetically modified to express a protein originally found in Bacillus
thuringiensis (Bt) bacteria. This is a protein that has insecticidal properties, which makes the
plant expressing it more resistant to insects [Johnson, 2007]. The benefit is that the plant always
has some insect resistance during plant development, rather than relying on the farmer to actively

manage and spray to control insect pressure. Non-target insects could be harmed by such
applications, as well, however. Figure 2 shows that the average yield of Bt-cotton in 2001 was
almost double that of non-Bt-cotton, with the potential for even higher yields being more likely
for Bt-cotton compared to non-Bt version. [Qaim & Zilberman, 2003]. Bt was considered for
inclusion in plants as Bt itself is not harmful to humans and its pesticidal properties are well
known. In fact, Bt sprays have been used as an insecticide for over 50 years and are still used by
organic farmers today [Ronald, 2014]. By 2012, close to 90% of cotton farmers in America,
China, and India grew Bt-cotton with several benefits beyond yield. Chinese farmers that
adopted Bt-cotton significantly reduced their use of insecticides. This led to fewer cases of
insecticide poisonings by farmers or their families and helped increase the number of beneficial
insects while still seeing a decrease in cotton-damaging pests [Ronald, 2014]. Investigations on
American Bt-cotton plots showed that they had double the insect biodiversity as compared to
conventional cotton farms in the same area [Ronald, 2014]. Indian farmers not only increased
their cotton yields by using Bt-cotton, but profits increased by twice as much due to spending
less on insecticides and laborers to apply them. This led to a general increase in their standard of
living, as well.

Figure 2: Yield-density for Bt and conventional cotton hybrids, Qaim & Zilberman (2003)

Future opportunities hold promise as well. For example, plantains are a chief component in
the diets of many people in Africa but suffer from its key pest, Banana Xanthomonas Wilt
(BXW) [Thomson, 2017]. Scientists have inserted genes from sweet peppers to make plantains
resistant to BXW, with potential benefits to both farmers and consumers. Due to the seriousness
of this pest pressure, farmers in Africa have indicated a near 100% willingness to adopt a GMplantain if developed. Consumers could also benefit, as the increased availability of plantains
would lower prices while receiving a more stable supply of this staple [Thomson, 2017].

The positive impacts of these agricultural innovations exist in the midst of concerns, as well.
There is concern that the increased reliance on GM crop varieties would globally increase these
crops’ vulnerability to environmental stressors, as there would be fewer varieties in production.
However, research has shown that biodiversity in soybean and cotton has not been impacted, as
GM varieties are developed each year to capture the positive benefits of other variants [Kolady,
2012]. Glyphosate resistance in weeds is a significant threat to the continued usefulness of
glyphosate and the GM crops exploiting resistance to it. While South African farmers are seeing
resistance to RR plants, their adoption levels have not decreased [Thomson, 2017]. One benefit
for them is no-till farming, which allows them to more quickly plant, and therefore harvest, a
second crop after the harvest of the preceding crop. The decreased production cycle increases the
amount of crop available for consumption by their family and for marketing. Almost all the
additional production from corn and cotton recorded since 1996 can be attributed to the
introduction of the Bt trait [Thomson, 2017]. It also has led to massive reductions in the use of
insecticides on cotton (230 million kg) and corn (72 million kg). The lack of proper insect
refuges around Bt plants, however, is leading to Bt-resistant insects.

Regulations for United States Agricultural Innovations
All insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, rodenticides, and plant growth regulators are defined
by the EPA as “pesticides” [Reeves, 2019]. This includes synthetic pesticides people might
traditionally think of as well as chemicals that are listed in the National Organic Program's
approved substances list. Several laws have been developed in this country over the last century
to address and allow the use of pesticides while protecting both human health as well as the
environment.
One of the first laws was the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA),
which was enacted in 1947. It gave the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
oversight of the quality of pesticides that were being used in this country [Reeves, 2019]. The
1972 amendment to FIFRA increased the focus on the safety of pesticides, as well as gave the
authority to regulate these pesticides to the EPA. The EPA is tasked with determining what tests
are required to know how a pesticide acts in the environment and in biological systems,
determine the limits of appropriate use, and keep residue that could remain on an exposed food
item at safe levels. The EPA’s authority to approve uses, rates and assess chemicals
environmental safety is derived from FIFRA. However, its mandate to protect human health and
set limits (or tolerances) on pesticide residue on food comes from an amendment to the 1938
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FFDCA).
Another significant amendment to the FFDCA occurred in 1996 with the passage of the Food
Quality Protection Act (FQPA). The purpose of the FQPA was to further protect human health
beyond the existing regulations. It mandated the EPA only approve a pesticide tolerance if “there
is a reasonable certainty that no harm will result from aggregate exposure to the pesticide
chemical residue, including all anticipated dietary exposures and all other exposures for which

there is reliable information” [Reeves, 2019]. Therefore, safety was assessed considering
exposures from all possible routes rather than reviewing exposures in isolation from each other.
A similar aspect was to consider cumulative exposure from chemicals with similar modes of
action (or classes). Many pesticides are versions, or variations, of other pesticides (like the
pyrethrins and pyrethroids classes mentioned above), acting in similar ways both in the
environment and in biological systems. Bearing this in mind, tolerances for one pesticide in a
class would be set considering a population could be exposed to similar approved chemicals over
time. A tolerance for any individual chemical in that class would only be approved if the
cumulative exposure to all chemicals in that class still led to “reasonable certainty that no harm”
would result.
Prior to the FQPA, only dietary routes were taken into account for exposure [Reeves, 2019].
With the FQPA, “all other exposures” included to farmers working directly with the chemical,
from drinking water (if run-off or leaching possible), or from any approved residential uses.
Another part of the FQPA directed the EPA to focus not just on the average population member
but also on sensitive populations, including children, people with compromised health, or those
with specialized diets. A safety factor of 10X could be added (reducing the allowed amount of
the pesticide by a factor of 10) if the pesticide was to be used in foods normally eaten by these
populations. This was specifically intended to protect the foods that are preferentially consumed
by infants and children, such as the fruits and vegetables used in baby food.
Numerous studies are conducted to fulfill these requirements and verify the safety of these
products, as they go through registration review to be marketed in most countries, though this
paper focuses on US regulations for brevity. Bringing a new pesticide to market in the U.S.
requires the primary approval of the EPA, who’s website states they will grant a registration that:
“…permits a pesticide's distribution, sale, and use only after the company meets the
scientific and regulatory requirements… [The EPA] assess a wide variety of potential
human health and environmental effects associated with use of the pesticide. Potential
registrants must generate scientific data necessary to address concerns pertaining to
the identity, composition, potential adverse effects, and environmental fate of each
pesticide [to] allow [the EPA] to evaluate whether a pesticide could harm certain nontarget organisms and endangered species. [The EPA will] evaluate both the active
ingredient and the products in which the active ingredient is used” [EPA, 2019a].
The “scientific data necessary” include tests to determine the toxicity of the product to target
and non-target species, field studies to understand the environmental fate, transport, metabolism
and residue of the pesticide, and studies to model the human exposure that could occur due to
normal or improper use of the product [McDougall, 2016; Mahgoub, 2016]. There are myriad of
toxicology tests to be submitted [Reeves, 2019]. Short-term (or acute) tests look for effects
based on a single dermal, oral or inhaled route of exposure at the point of exposure (eye or skin
irritation, for example) as well as overall. Intermediate length (or subchronic) tests involve
multiple exposures through the same three routes of exposure, run from 28-90 days, and typically
focus on potential organ toxicity. Long-term (chronic) tests use repeated doses typically over the

course of the test animal’s life span to further measure organ effects and evaluate the
carcinogenicity of the tested substance. Additional tests on potential DNA damage and
genotoxicity are required to test the potential to negatively affect reproduction or the
development of the second generation of test animals based on the parent’s exposure.
Further animal testing measures how the innovation may be metabolized and excreted. This
informs the EPA of further routes and chemicals for human exposure (potentially from meat,
milk, or their by-products) as well as the potential to bioaccumulate [Reeves, 2019]. As part of
the Endocrine Disruptor Screening Program (EDSP), pesticides must also be evaluated on their
similarity to endocrines and their “potential effects on estrogen, androgen and thyroid hormone
systems” [EPA, 2019e]. Table 1 is a summary of the types of studies the EPA requests to
evaluate a new pesticide [Reeves, 2019].
Table 1: Partial list of laboratory tests required on pesticides by the EPA
Tests to establish basic properties
Physical property studies (melting point, flash point, solubility, vapor pressure, etc.)
Validated analytic methods
Acute (short-term) oral toxicity studies on rodents or nonrodents
Acute dermal toxicity studies on rodents or nonrodents
Acute inhalation toxicity studies on rodents or nonrodents
Acute eye irritation studies on rodents or nonrodents
Acute dermal irritation studies on rodents or nonrodents
Dermal sensitization studies on rodents or nonrodents
Tests to inform human health risk assessments (cancer and noncancer health effects)
90-d oral toxicity studies on rodents or nonrodents
90-d dermal toxicity studies on rodents or nonrodents
90-d inhalation toxicity studies on rodents or nonrodents
Chronic (long-term) feeding studies on rodents and nonrodents
Teratogenicity (birth defects) studies on 2 species
Two-generation mutagenicity (chromosome defects) tests on rodents
Gene mutation tests (in vitro)
Chromosomal aberration tests (in vitro)
Endocrine disruptor screening tests (in vivo and in vitro)
Neurotoxicity studies (in vivo)
Immunotoxicity studies (in vivo)
Commodity residue studies (field)
Other tests to inform environmental risk assessments
General metabolism (breakdown) studies of the product in plants and animals
Toxicity testing with metabolites as needed
Ecologic effects testing on nontarget plants and animals
Environmental fate tests (degradation in soil and water)
From Reeves, et al. Assessing the Safety of Pesticides in Food, 2019

The purpose of these tests is to determine what amount of the pesticide could be released
into the environment (through the manufacture, sale and use of products containing it) and not be
a danger to humans or the environment. In order to do that, regulators conduct the risk
assessments (some of which are shown in Table 1) to correlate the results of the various toxicity
studies with the levels of the pesticide, and any metabolites, that could be found on or in the
intended commodities or environment [EPA, 2017b]. Risk assessments are done for human

health (including dietary and water consumption) as well as for environmental and occupational
risks for each pesticide. In order to extrapolate the results of toxicology studies conducted on
animals to human effects, safety factors in these risk assessments reduce the allowable residue or
exposure levels by factors of 10X – 1000X below the levels at which no effect on was seen in the
test animals [Reeves, 2019]. The FQPA safety factor for children mentioned earlier is one such
safety factor, for example. These risk assessments can then establish levels of exposure, termed
tolerances, that are determined to be safe for each food commodity as they have a low or
negligible potential for causing harm [EPA, 2017b]. Table 2 illustrates the type of data that is
used to determine such tolerances.
Table 2: Data used to calculate pesticide tolerance.
Health effects
Effects of acute and chronic
dietary exposures in animals
Effects of short-term (1–30 d)
and intermediate-term (1–6
mo) oral, dermal, and
inhalation exposure in animals
Cancer effects in animals
(oral, dermal, inhalation)

Dietary exposures
Quantity of residues when the
pesticide is used at maximum
use rate under field
conditions
Quantity of residues after
processing of food (e.g.,
peeling, milling)

Other exposures
Quantity of pesticide in drinking
water based on environmental
fate and persistence data or
direct measurements
Quantity of oral and dermal
pesticide exposure from exposure
to treated soil, vegetation, and
household residues (e.g., dust)
Food supply monitoring data

Quantity of residues in
livestock after dietary
exposure
From Reeves, et al. Assessing the Safety of Pesticides in Food, 2019

The work on GM plants is similar but more expansive, as the USDA works with the EPA
and United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in a “Coordinated Framework” to
ensure the safety of introducing such plants into the environment and human food sources
[USDA, 2018]. Additional data is also requested regarding the potential for new toxins or
allergens to be produced in the GM crops [FDA, 2015; Bawa, 2013; Snell, 2012]. For both types
of agricultural innovations, regulatory authorities look at the results of those tests and
assessments, weigh the risks and benefits of the product’s use, as well as political and social
factors, and issue a decision based on this information.
Regulators also engage in periodic reviews of these products after they have been approved
for sale, to verify that no further hazards developed post-approval [EPA, 2019e]. In a
registration review, the EPA will confirm that existing data meets the requirements of current
regulations, request new types of studies to be done if there are data gaps and request any new
data that other regulatory agencies have reviewed. The EPA has formalized a process to do
official reviews every fifteen years, but also has the authority to issue a review or restrict a
pesticide’s use if new information warrants it. [Reeves, 2019]. In general, studies looking at
these products after they have entered the market have shown that, while certain risks are on the
rise (herbicide-resistant weeds, for example), there is little evidence of adverse human health
outcomes from these innovations when properly used and managed [Blancke, 2015].
Though the EPA sets tolerances, the FDA is the agency tasked to ensure those tolerances are
not being exceeded in raw and processed food items [EPA, 2017b]. Programs by both the FDA

and the USDA test for pesticide residues in food; the USDA data is shared with the FDA for
enforcement purposes. These programs now test for over 800 pesticides [Reeves, 2019]. They
include pesticides that, though not approved for use in the US, are approved for use in other
countries and could potentially be on or in imported food commodities.
The process of getting an agricultural product registered are costly and time-consuming.
For pesticides, it currently takes an average of 11 years to complete all required testing at a cost
of almost $300 million dollars per new compound [McDougall, 2016]. Over half of this cost
comes from conducting the tests that allow regulators to do prospective human health and
ecological risk assessments on the new product. A similar analysis for GM crops in 2011
showed a GM crop would take an average of 13 years and $136 million dollars to get to market
[Thomson, 2017].
The economic result of this investment by agricultural businesses in the market is
significant. In 2012, global production of pesticides was nearly six billion pounds, over one
billion pounds of which was used in the US [EPA, 2017c]. In that year, the agricultural sector
spent over $14 billion to purchase these pesticides for their crops [EPA, 2017c]. As stated
before, the worldwide production of GM crops increased almost 100X between 1996 and 2014,
to almost 180 hectares in 29 countries [Tutelyan, 2013; James, 2015; Thomson, 2017, Ronald,
2014]. The reduction of pest losses with GM crops has translated into a significant increase in
farm productivity [Kolady, 2012]. Brookes and Barfoot estimate that the global economic
impact of using GM crops is an increase of over 133 billion dollars (US) in the value of these
crops [Brookes and Barfoot, 2015a]. Most have become the dominant variety or varieties in their
respective markets, like Bt-cotton or GM papaya.
The number of studies required to demonstrate safe use and the volume of regulations
relating to these innovations continue to increase over time [Ahmed, 2011]. Due to the time and
cost spent, and the number of studies that are conducted, many scientists and regulators are
confident in the safety of these products. [Ruth, 2019; FDA, 2015; Tutelyan, 2013; Funk &
Rainie, 2015]. However, the public may not be as convinced of the safety of these innovations
[Ruth, 2019; Blancke, 2015; Travisi, 2006]. A 2015 Pew Research Center study found that while
nearly 90% of scientists thought that GM foods are safe to eat, less than 40% of consumers
agreed [Funk & Rainie, 2015]. In addition, 75% of Americans believe organic food is healthier
than food from crops grown using pesticides [Funk & Kennedy, 2016]. Another report shows
that consumers equate terms like “natural” and “pesticide-free” to food being healthy [Reeves,
2019].

How the Brain Responds to New Information
The science behind these technologies is broad and complex. The average consumer will
find it difficult to devote the time to educate themselves adequately on any single innovation
[Ruth, 2019]. This is made more challenging as the information regarding these technologies is
constantly growing. Analysis by Nicolia and others found over thirty thousand papers that were

created in a ten-year span of time discussing GM crops [Nicolia, 2014]. In the face of
overwhelming amounts of material to assess, it is important to consider how we process this type
of information. People have default reactions when dealing with things that are unfamiliar to
them and for many, the unfamiliar include pesticides and GM crops.
Daniel Gardner’s book “The Science of Fear” outlines the two ways that our brain
evaluates, and is affected by, the world around it [Gardner, 2008]. First, there is the analytical
thought process, which will be referred to as the “Head” system. It is slow and deliberate. The
upper-level cognitive processes of the brain evaluate new evidence or data and compare it
against older information before making a decision. Most people may consider this the only way
humans make decisions, but this is incorrect.
There is another system that our brain employs which is evolutionarily older, processing
information in the lower brain systems like the amygdala [Gardner, 2008]. It will be referred to
as the “Gut”. The Gut relies on a set of heuristics, or rules of thumb, to allow it to evaluate the
world around it very quickly, based on the immediate inputs it receives and how that input is
defined by those heuristics. When one jumps at a shadow or an unexpected noise, this is
obviously not a well-reasoned analytical decision. Nor is it a simple reaction arising from no
thought at all. Rather, it is this Gut system of our brain processing an input, that shadow or noise,
and deciding, “the unknown is dangerous-you must get away”, within a short period of time
[Gardner, 2008].
There are advantages to either system. In an evolutionary sense, the ability to react to the
rustle in the grass while hunting game could be advantageous. Yet even today, the heuristics the
Gut uses to evaluate risk affect a person’s perception of the world around us because of both the
Gut and the Head systems process all inputs the brain receives. The two systems work to
harmonize their separate decisions on how to react to the world, but at a subconscious level.
Unfortunately, the Gut can be confused and manipulated by the cascade of information we are
inundated within modern society. Often, when the Gut’s heuristic defines something is a risk,
then people will “feel” it is dangerous, regardless of any evidence to the contrary that the Head
will evaluate. Studies show that people create a rationalization for these feelings, which is an
analytical (or Head) process, unaware that the feeling is triggered by Gut responses [Gardner,
2008]. Specific heuristics may be triggered by agricultural advancements themselves or by the
way they are discussed in the world today.
One heuristic influencing people’s perception of these advancements is the Example Rule,
which means that the easier it is to recall a concern, the more common that concern must be.
The history of these advances is not without missteps that have provided society with examples
of higher than acceptable risk.
The organochlorine insecticide dichloro-diphenyl-trichloroethane, better known as DDT, is
a key example. Though synthesized in the 19th century, it came to prominence in the 1940s
during WWII to protect soldiers from insect-borne diseases like malaria, typhus, and even
bubonic plague [NPIC, 1999]. It is credited with reducing malaria cases in the US to almost zero
by 1950. It was highly effective, hence its frequent use by farmers, homeowners, industry, and

the military [EPA, 2019b]. Yet this massive use of DDT helped start the US environmental
movement at the same time. In the 1960s, not only was DDT’s effectiveness declining due to
resistance development, environmental consequences were being seen due to its persistence in
nature. Even as the USDA was reducing allowed uses of DDT, Rachel Carson’s 1962 book
Silent Spring gave voice to public concerns about the overuse of pesticides, using DDT’s
unintended consequences like thinning eggshells of birds in the wild as a key piece of evidence
[Carson, 1962]. The two rising pressures, social and regulatory, led to an eventual ban of DDT
by the EPA in 1972. DDT continues to have a complicated legacy. Metabolites of DDT persist
in the environment nearly five decades after it was banned, yet it is still approved for use by the
World Health Organization to combat malaria in Africa due to its remaining effectiveness and
affordability [EPA, 2019b].
More recently, a study was published that showed increases in tumors found in rats exposed
to glyphosate and/or glyphosate-resistant corn in their diets, as compared to rats whose diet
consisted of non-GM corn [Seralini, 2012]. The publication included pictures of rats with
serious deformations and large tumors that had been surgically removed from the rats, and
pointed to both glyphosate and the GM-material as the causes for these effects. The publishing
journal, Food and Chemical Toxicology, received multiple letters concerned with the rigor of the
study in general and appropriateness of the conclusions, including those from government
regulatory authorities that reviewed the study [Thomson, 2017]. The journal conducted its own
internal review, and eventually retracted this study entirely. It stated that while it “found no
evidence of fraud or intentional misrepresentation of the data,” it did not think that the small
number of animals used for each treatment regime allowed “definitive conclusions” to be
reached [Seralini, 2014].
In today’s world, a simple Google search can reveal many copies of any story, so older
stories like DDT’s still can have an impact. For the glyphosate-tumor concern, based on the
recent nature of this study, the various discourse and disagreements that this study and its
retraction caused can easily be found online. Additionally, each instance of a story that a person
sees, even if it is the same article, makes it easier for the Gut to recall this negative association.
Even if the event happened decades before, the Example rule encourages the Gut to decide,
“This negative information must be a major concern.”
Compounding this, if someone shares a negative article with their social network, the act of
sharing it can increase the popularity of the article, increasing the likelihood it will be seen by
others. The more this negative news is seen by people, the more it will be accepted as plausible
and accurate by the Example rule, which in turn increases the likelihood it will be shared further
[Gardner, 2008]. This begins what is known as an ‘availability-cascade,’ when the same or
similar information “trends” in popularity and is increasingly available for access [Kabat, 2017].
While this is a known effect, and some would say advantage, of social media this has a serious
consequence within the Gut’s risk evaluation process. While the Head understands that these are
repeats of the same information, for the Gut each instance is unique and increases its concern.
This could encourage a person to further share the information with others, who then also

increase their searches and social-media coverage, developing a cascade of information
availability [Tosun, 2017]. Abundant media coverage also triggers the Gut to react and increase
the personal concern we feel. In the past, for the public to resist an activity or join a cause based
on a similar concern may have involved the effort of writing to their representatives in Congress
or carrying signs at a protest [Slimak & Dietz, 2006; Stern, 2000]. With modern connectivity
and social media, however, acting on a concern can seem as simple as “re-tweeting” articles or
story links, leading to further availability cascades of negative information.
Confirmation bias, the tendency people have to align with popular opinions and gravitate
toward information that agrees with their opinions, can reinforce these concerns as well. With so
many sources of information today, there are plenty of options that can support an individual’s
bias by providing examples that bolster the Gut’s original decision [Blancke, 2015; Adams and
Brown, 2011]. As news sites supplement independent research by publishing made-to-copy work
from NGO’s or industry proponents that have strong opinions to these agricultural products, this
makes it easier for an increased media profile to suffer from bias at each step and for people to
not be exposed to information that questions or conflicts with their opinion [Gardner, 2008].
Shermer states that our brains are belief engines, trying to find patterns in the world around
us as quickly as possible [Shermer, 2008]. An additional heuristic describing this desire is the
Rule of Typical things [Gardner, 2008]. Using this heuristic, the Gut tends to favor stories it can
visualize and fits new information into narratives with which it is already familiar. Many people
are familiar with the narrative or can think of an example where large corporations place making
money ahead of the safety of their employees or the public [Adams and Brown, 2011]. The
agricultural industry is in the midst of a significant consolidation phase, creating ever larger (and
fewer) companies [Birt, 2016]. With these consolidation actions, they further align their
business to this general concern, increase the likelihood of being subject to this Gut heuristic.
The Head may accept that not all people involved in conducting the tests to register these
innovations are motivated only by money or are falsifying results to guarantee success. From the
Gut, though, comes a lingering concern regarding this narrative that large companies do not have
people’s best interest in mind when making business decisions and, therefore, this may be true of
agribusiness.
While numerous tests are conducted by scientists and evaluated by regulatory personnel to
register agricultural innovations, providing or explaining this data to the public does not always
alleviate the public’s concern. The Affect Heuristic, also known as the “Good or Bad” rule, could
explain this divergence between regulatory and public opinion when it comes to these products
[Gardner, 2008]. This rule can be stated: if a person does not like an activity or product, then
that activity or product will be judged as risky [Slovic, 2006]. Many triggers will lead the Gut to
judge something as “Bad”, but a few stand out as reasons that agricultural advancements are not
easily accepted even with explanations from experts and authorities.
One trigger is that if something is not understood or is unfamiliar, then it will be considered
more dangerous or risky [Gardner, 2008]. The science for agricultural products covers a broad
swath of scientific disciplines. The tests conducted can be complex both in design and in what

results are reported. The level detail in many studies, or even the summaries of studies, can be
overwhelming. If the lay public is not able to access this science (due to its being held as
proprietary to the business) or understand the science when it is presented, this will lead to a
default judgment that “the innovations coming from these studies must be increasing my risk”.
In a related trigger, if the benefit of an innovation is not clear, that too increases the Gut’s
tendency to judge it as “Bad” (or not worth any risk).
Another trigger relates to the personal control one has in interacting with the innovation.
The less control a person has over an activity that affects them, or if they feel it is being forced
upon them, the more likely a person’s Gut evaluation will judge it as “Bad.” For most of the
general public, when it comes to these agricultural innovations, they are developed, approved,
and used by others: scientists, regulators, and farmers, respectively. This lack of control over the
use of, and exposure to, pesticides trigger a sense of increased risk. This trigger may be a factor
in the different levels of acceptance between farmers and the general public when it comes to
pesticide and GM plants. Studies have shown that farmers have higher acceptance of these
technologies than do people of otherwise similar backgrounds [Cabrera & Leckie, 2009]. One
key difference may be that farmers actively research and choose to use these products to be more
successful in their business. They evaluate their effectiveness in the field against what they
claim to do and make new decisions on what to use each year based on previous
experiences [Reeves, 2019]. In doing so, they develop familiarity and exercise control over the
use of these technologies. For those without this familiarity, a price difference between food
derived from these technologies and those “free” of them may not be worth the risk that their Gut
senses.
Another trigger that increases the Gut’s sense of risk is if it lacks trust in an activity or the
ones pursuing it. Academic institutions often foster research regarding these technologies. For
instance, agricultural extension offices at universities help farmers understand how to use new
pesticides safely and may be involved in determining which varieties of certain GM crops are
best suited for their local climates [Kuzma, 2018]. While the agricultural industry may expect
that academics would be seen as neutral arbiters of the validity of these innovations, the public
may not have the same view. In one survey, almost 70% of those interviewed suspected that
scientists working in the fields of agricultural research had conflicts of interest with either
industry or with politics that influence their reported results and data [Bucchi and Neresini,
2004]. More generally, scientists, whether in industry or academia, can be seen as playing God
or working against nature by some [Blancke, 2015]. With these views decreasing the public’s
level of trust in scientists and academia, the Gut is again triggered to conclude that what it is
evaluating has a higher risk.
Beyond these heuristics and triggers, the Gut is also largely insensitive to numbers and it
prefers stories that link a decision to a person or object. A common justification from agricultural
companies (and others) for the use of these products is that they help increase the yield of crops,
which helps to feed millions of people now and in the future that may otherwise go without
[FAO, 2019]. This claim can be debated analytically amid other concerns like environmental

justice or industrial control over agriculture. For the Gut, however, feeding “millions of people”
is a nebulous concept with little emotional context, especially if the effects of starvation are far
removed from what the listener has experienced [Godfray, 2010]. Therefore, that argument has
less mental impact than hearing about a child suffering an allergy that could be due to eating
food that has been “modified” or exposed to pesticides. These claims provide a concrete and
simple visual that both reinforces the Gut’s “Typical things” story and avoids overwhelming this
decision with numerical complexity [Godfray, 2010; Slovic, 2002].
Related to number insensitivity, the Gut system also suffers from what is termed
“probability neglect.” If a potential outcome of an activity evokes a strong negative reaction,
then discussions about how unlikely that outcome is will be ignored by the Gut. The fact that a
negative outcome could occur becomes the entire focus. Cancer is one such negative event that
suffers from probability neglect [Gardner, 2008]. As a part of a risk assessment, assessors will
determine if an agricultural product could increase the risk for cancer, and, if so, by how much. It
is a risk where there is no threshold level of concern, i.e. a single exposure to a carcinogen could
lead to the development of cancer. A one in a million increased lifetime risk is a commonly
accepted probability for the EPA to describe a “minimal” concern when discussing such risks.
Though regulators develop probabilities with complex scientific models that use much of the
data described earlier in the paper, it is an arbitrary decision to use this value to weigh against the
benefits of the use of any product. To accept these as adequate would require both trust in the
institution and an analytical acceptance of the probability as a threshold. For the Gut, the fact
that cancer is a possible effect at all garners a strong negative response that supersedes, or at least
negatively influences, such analytical judgment [FAO, 2019; Sunstein, 2003].
Finally, the potential to negatively affect children or future generations decreases the
acceptability of that activity by the Gut’s heuristics. Some discussions around “sustainability” in
agriculture focus on the concern that future generations may be negatively affected [Tilman,
2002]. In response, the agricultural industry has taken steps to display the tests and models used
in risk assessments (concerning persistence, exposure scenario modeling, and the safety factors
on residue limits) which focus on just that concern [EPA, 2019a]. As stated before, those models
rely on an adequate understanding of the science and analytical acceptance that while each study
may answer one small question (chronic oral toxicity to the formulation), as a whole they create
a larger picture of that the registered technology is safe to use as directed. For many compounds,
there may be a small chronic or multi-generational risk. For the Gut, that potential risk of future
harm (based on persistence or bioaccumulation, for example) is another negative trigger against
these agricultural innovations.
As this section shows, there are many triggers of concern that cause our Gut to be concerned
about agricultural technologies. Some stem from the misuse of agricultural innovations (like
DDT overuse), providing stories people remember and share to increase our unease in these
innovations. Yet others come from the complexity of the information or people’s unfamiliarity
in the technologies themselves. The agricultural industry should not be surprised that resistance
has developed against these types of products and the agricultural industry in general.

Brain Responses to Agricultural Innovations
Agriculture companies spend a lot of time and money in conducting studies and
summarizing data in order to navigate the global regulatory environment [McDougall, 2016].
They can only sell their products if government agencies determine that the risk of introducing
the new product is manageable [EPA, 2019a]. Farmers have adopted these innovations to help
protect their investment and increase their yields, which should potentially deliver more food to
the market [Reeves, 2019]. However, a Natural Marketing Institute survey showed that while
many people want improved access to nutritious food, they also want less of the agricultural
innovations that farmers are using to increase their output. The double-digit growth in the
demand for organic goods also indicates that the public is using a different metric to determine
what they want to buy beyond hearing that the “experts” say these products are safe [USDA,
2019].
Part of this could relate to what criteria people use to judge risk [Slimak & Dietz, 2006].
Studies show that agriculture professionals who have more frequent access to study data, like
scientists, risk assessors and regulatory managers, tend to evaluate an innovation’s risk based on
data related to its long-term hazards weighed against the value that might be attained by the use
of the innovation. As discussed in the previous section, the general public can be more concerned
with activities that have the potential for dramatic negative consequences, even if there is a very
low chance of them happening. Both criteria have validity for determining what is an acceptable
risk, as many personal values and beliefs are activated in both approaches [Slimak & Dietz,
2006].
As we have seen, there are many ways that these innovations (their history, their
complexity) trigger the “Gut” to be wary or concerned about them. These triggers still have a
definite effect on a person’s response to these innovations, even when the “Head” system agrees
that the concerns are not serious. Industry, regulatory agencies and scientists may take for
granted how much these heuristics affect people’s decision-making processes. If aware, their
attempts at addressing these concerns may not be communicated in ways that properly resolve
the underlying triggers. Therefore, it would be helpful to examine how scientists and industry
currently attempt to explain these innovations.
Three basic communication models have been used to describe how scientists and other
professionals interact with the public. Each has its own approach and each leads to differing
outcomes of understanding and acceptance from the public [Metcalfe, 2019]. Deficit
communication is the most commonly known model. It is a one-way communication approach,
where experts speak at or attempt to educate the public. The intention is to remove the listener’s
“deficit” of knowledge [Millar & Wynne, 1988]. The objectives and intentions of deficit
communication are shown in Table 3. This type of communication usually targets large groups
of people or is designed for broad dissemination. Efforts to promote STEM careers by
participating in a career day at a school would be an example of deficit communication. Metcalfe

holds the opinion that the objectives in deficit communication often benefit the scientific
community more than the public.
The second model is dialogue communication, and it represents increased interaction
between scientists and the public. Those in a position of expertise not only explain their position
but also provide opportunities for others to voice concerns or questions [Wynne, 2006].
Members of the public may even be consulted in further communications on what else they
would want to learn [Metcalfe, 2019]. This type of communication acknowledges that the public
has something useful to offer. The objectives of the dialogue model are shown in Table 3. It
should be noted that words like debate, discover, facilitate reveal an approach that is more
interactive with the public, though still from a position of expert knowledge. When reviewing the
stated objectives in this model, the public will more often the prime recipient of the benefit
compared to deficit communication [Metcalfe, 2019]. An open comment period for most EPA
regulatory actions, including those for informal rulemaking could be viewed as following a
dialogue model [Kubasek & Silverman, 2014]. The EPA posts a proposed decision with a set
period for the public to respond. They will collect and address the comments received, and they
may adjust the final decision based on those comments.
Finally, in the participation model, the public is actively involved in problem solving and
may be interact with researchers on multiple occasions [Metcalfe, 2019]. Those from the
scientific side (academia, regulatory, or industry) collaborate with the public to make decisions
or create new ideas [Miller, 2009]. Importantly, the public is seen as an equal partner in this
collaborative process. Certain activities from the EPA, like the formal rulemaking process for
EPA regulatory decisions, utilize elements of the participatory model [Kubasek & Silverman,
2014]. The early and frequent participation of the local community is seen as critical for the
successful implementation of Superfund site remediation, and the EPA has developed several
resources to train and encourage this engagement [EPA, 1999; EPA, 2019c]. Common objectives
for the participation model are shown in Table 3.
Analysis of industry trends shows that the agriculture industry does not often actively
conduct or get involved in participatory models of scientific communication [Slimak & Dietz,
2006; Metcalfe, 2019]. This can be due to the confidential nature of the experiments or
technologies themselves. Studies that have been run can hold trade secrets within them. While it
could be helpful for the public to see this information to understand the underlying safety, to
release it could also inform industry competitors of information on structure, metabolites or
derivatives (that could also be biologically important), processes on how a pesticide was
synthesized, or how or where a genetic event was inserted.
The agricultural industry, like government agencies, has tended to focus on delivering
more data to the public and teaching them about the science behind these numbers in an attempt
to change their minds [Wynne, 2006]. For instance, it is common to see advertisements from
various companies in newspaper, television, or social media platforms. This includes not only
information on products, but also about a company’s purpose, mission, or how they are trying to
be a good corporate citizen. They also engage in deficit communication when educating others

about their field of concern. Bayer’s Making Science Make Sense in educational platform is one
example [MSMS, 2019]. One statement from its home page, “Bayer is working to educate,
engage and inspire the next generation…” uses many of the same verbs as shown in Table 3
under deficit communication.
Deficit communication approaches can backfire on those delivering the message. People
complain of being “talked down to” by experts and note that their personal feelings or fears seem
to be discounted in favor of data [Slimak & Dietz, 2006; Ishii, 2019; Kuzma, 2018]. More
importantly, the data often does not address the triggers that have been activated in the Gut. In
fact, presenting information that contradicts a person’s worldview may cause them to hold more
tightly to that view. This is known as the backfire effect [Ruth, 2019]. Finally, the theory that
increasing consumer’s knowledge would decrease their fear has not been successfully validated
[NASEM, 2019].
Table 3: Objectives of Communication Models
Deficit Communication
Raise awareness about the potential of science and promote careers in science.
Inform people about science and increase their scientific literacy.
Educate about science outside of the formal education system
Ensure public support and funding for science, and persuade as to its benefits
Eradicate superstitions and misconceptions, and increase rationality.
Increase the love of science and popularize it.
Address public concerns and increase trust in science and scientists.
Improve decision-making through increased understanding
Meet public interest and needs
Change behavior or attitudes
Dialogue Communication
Discover public opinion about contested science and use it to better communicate the science
or make policies.
Address growing mistrust of science.
Gain and use lay knowledge to complement scientific knowledge.
Debate or discuss scientific issues and acknowledge the uncertainties of science.
Facilitate interdisciplinary approaches by making connections between people.
Be more accessible and accountable to the public.
Engage citizens in science and technology issues, including making decisions and formulating
policy.
Participatory Communication
Collectively learn, including accommodating multiple, and sometimes conflicting forms of
knowledge
Jointly produce new knowledge.
Jointly solve a specific problem.
Participate with various public in policymaking, and integrate their views.
Participate culturally with interests other than science.
Shape the scientific research agenda.
Critically reflect on science and its institutions.
From Metcalfe, Comparing science communication theory with practice, 2019.

An important factor in attempting participatory research would be to have open dialogues
throughout the interactions to understand what opinions are held by the participants concerning
these innovations. Researchers have found that it can be difficult to draw all opinions out from a
group setting. There are several reasons for this, stemming from our tendency to act as social
creatures [Gardner, 2008]. First, it has been shown that very vocal opinions can lower the
expression of contrary thought [Ruth, 2019; Noelle-Neumann, 1993]. This “Spiral of Silence”
effect occurs because people fear being ostracized for their opposing opinion. In a participatory
environment, this could curtail important discussions or discoveries of future needs.
Concurrently, people can also gravitate to holding more extreme views that are still aligned with
their values, which is termed group polarization [Gardner, 2008]. As people hear about other
people’s experiences, they can adopt a more critical view as the skepticisms of the group are
mutually collated. Studies have shown that people with a less scientific or general education tend
to share their opinions less than those that have more education regarding biotech advancements
[Priest, 2006]. Finally, some researchers posit that people may not share an opinion if they feel it
has already been stated and explained by others sufficiently [Ruth, 2019].
Gardner’s book and the studies behind it have shown that stories stick in the Gut, while
data do not. To reduce public opposition and concern about technologies such as GM and
pesticides, the agricultural industry needs to display the benefits to actual farmers, communities,
and consumers through engaging stories [Gardner, 2008]. The agricultural industry should tell
the story that they are not just multinational conglomerates, but collections of human beings:
men, women, moms, dads, farmers, and people who want to protect the environment, in addition
to (many of them) being scientists trained to conduct these tests ethically and appropriately.
The benefits of these products must be brought closer to home and framed in a way that
speaks to more than people’s own self-interest. There is a need for the consumer to understand
more than “what is in it for them” when accepting or rejecting these innovations [Lusk, 2015;
Lusk, 2018]. The agriculture industry often states that they help make food more affordable.
Cheaper food is a benefit, but counter arguments focus on buying organic to help save the planet,
even if it is more expensive. Both arguments speak to important values, either affordability or
sustainability. Due to cognitive bias, consumers may choose to ignore those facts that speak to
whichever value they do not embrace. However, an industry discussion that shows these
products allow farmers to reduce their carbon footprint by using less fuel, water, and other
chemicals may speak to the worldview that favors protecting the environment while displaying
benefits of agriculture advancements more directly.
The agricultural industry needs to highlight better what the risk assessment process
conducted by regulatory authorities has in common with people who are concerned about the
safety of the environment and others. Much of what risk assessments do is try to determine if the
new product will persist in the environment and cause harm now or in the future. As this is one
of the driving concerns of many environmentalists as well, perhaps common understanding could
be attained.

Community-Based Participatory Research’s Potential to Address Negative
Responses to Agricultural Innovations
Industry and government should also consider how to incorporate local communities in
the research on agricultural products to increase the public’s sense of control, trust and
investment in these products. Studies have shown that if the community is involved early, they
are more likely to accept the data, the science, and/or the product because their contributions
have been acknowledged and weighed in the overall approach [Adams and Brown, 2011].
Superfund site community involvement has demonstrated that by getting a community involved
in early planning, later decisions are accepted more fully [EPA, 1999]. The agricultural industry
may experience a similar effect if they bring in concerned citizens to help plan or have input
about study designs, though regulatory agencies must be open to this approach as well [Wynne,
2006]. Industry could also try to dialogue more directly with critics during public comment
periods for products being registered, to better attenuate the “typical things” story and understand
the direction of future availability cascades.
This type of community involvement in research efforts should not be confused with the
more common concept of “market research.” Market research is defined as “the action or
activity of gathering information about consumers' needs and preferences” [Dictionary, 2019].
This type of research is frequently conducted by businesses in relation to the products they offer.
The focus of the research is how the customer (individual, class, or industry) is responding to
existing services and may respond to any future offering [Twin, 2019]. This research is done in a
variety of ways, from developing surveys to be completed by customers to conducting face-toface interviews. The intention is to understand the customer and how they would react to any
new or changed product. While the interaction with the public could be similar to the
community involvement proposed here, the focus would be different. Instead of the research
being focused on the customer, it remains on the agriculture technology (the pesticide or GM
crop), and the community is brought in to determine what questions they would want to be
answered about this innovation.
In the last several decades, involving the community in the conduct of a study has been
defined as Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) or Community-Engaged Research
(CEnR) [O’Fallon & Dearry, 2002; Vega, 2016]. The National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences (NIEHS), a key biomedical research institute regarding environmental health
and disease prevention, encourages the use of CBPR in the research they fund and conduct
[Haynes, 2011]. The NIEHS has seen that when researchers collaborate with the local
communities they intend to study and allow those communities to have input on the research
goals and the conduct of that research, this has improved the acceptance and the quality of the
research those funded studies deliver [O’Fallon & Dearry, 2002]. This approach also has been
shown to enhance the quality of the information that is used to make research protocols or
decisions, as more details about the community’s habits and behaviors is gathered by the
community [Senier, 2008].

The NIEHS provides guidance on what community-based participatory research (CBPR)
should achieve in the form of six key goals which are discussed below [Haynes, 2011]. Each
CBPR project is unique and may focus on certain goals more than others [Brown, 2012].
Though these CBPR criteria have been encouraged by the NIEHS for over two decades, it is
difficult for a project to be completely CBPR. Studies show that researchers’ understanding of
these concepts is growing and debate on how to incorporate all goals occurs on those projects
that aim to follow CBPR’s intention. Often, evaluations on projects that intended to be CBPR
assess in what ways these criteria were met, rather than a diametric “Was it CBPR or not”
determination [Israel, 1998]. In general, a CBPR project should:
a) promote

collaboration and participation at every stage of research. The
community should decide what tasks are undertaken and help generate the information that
achieves them [Israel, 1998]. Those involved should strive to work as a team, and members of
the community should learn how to collect data and report it [McCauley, 2001; Anderson,
2015]. By encouraging equal participation, members feel increased ownership of the research
and results [O’Fallon & Dearry, 2002]. This also helps develop research that is conducted in an
ethical manner, as it leads to transparency, sharing of leadership, and negotiation with the
community [Mikesell, 2013].
Due to the diverse nature of many communities, it can be a challenge to determine who
should “speak” for the community [Mikesell, 2013]. Overcoming this can be an involved
process as the Preventing Agricultural Chemical Exposure project shows. The academic
researchers in this project engaged in multiple types of interaction with the community
[O’Fallon & Dearry, 2002]. They collaborated with a local community-based organization as
well as developed a project advisory committee made up of community members (see more on
advisory boards in (b) below). They created presentations to educate the community. They
scheduled forums to gather community input and conducted interviews with community
members to understand their views on environmental issues better. These would be scheduled
at convenient times for the community. In order to achieve the desired level of participation,
researchers in this project even occasionally arranged transportation to get members to these
meetings [O’Fallon & Dearry, 2002].
Community participation could address several of the Gut heuristics and triggers
mentioned earlier as they relate to agricultural innovations. By working directly on the project,
the Affect triggers of lack of familiarity and lack of control could be addressed and potentially
reduced for those in the community. Collaborating with the academic or industry researchers
may increase their trust in them, reducing that additional Affect triggers. Finally, helping
develop the data that define the results would create a new narrative that community members
can recall as a Typical Things reference.
b) foster co-learning. Co-learning means that both the community and institutional
researchers benefit and learn from the information developed [Haynes, 2011]. Town halls are a
good way to give communities an opportunity to list their research priorities. However, the
priority must be audience participation and not lecturing to the participants [O’Fallon, 2003].

This also helps encourage dialogue and negotiation, which are necessary elements of
successful CBPR [Mikesell, 2013].
For example, Haynes’ team formed a community advisory board (CAB) in the
Appalachia research they conducted, made up of a diverse set of the community [Haynes,
2011]. The CAB helped identify what questions were of interest, and then helped determine the
primary goal for the CBPR to focus on. In this project, the community was most interested to
learn more about the health risks of airborne manganese exposure. After identifying this as a
goal, the academic researchers taught those on the CAB in how to conduct the required
research. Therefore, the community taught the researchers what question was most important
to them, and the researchers taught the community how to conduct research to answer that
question.
Fostering co-learning between the community and institutional parties specifically
addresses the Affect trigger that new developments that are not understood will be considered
bad or risky. As the community learns about an innovation, it builds their mental examples of
potential benefits, improving its own Example Rule. It also can help increase trust in the
operators, decreasing another Affect trigger, as those involved have opportunities to build trust
in each other if they deliver on goals or requests for information. If what is learned about the
intervention confirms that children and future generations will not be negatively impacted, this
would positively influence that related Affect trigger.
c) ensure projects are driven by the community. It is imperative that a CBPR project
work on the concerns and data needs that the community has brought forth [O’Fallon &
Dearry, 2002]. Making sure that members of the community have a leading role in a research
project empowers the community to maintain involvement in all steps of the process and
express those concerns [Brown, 2012]. It has been shown that having a written agreement
between the involved parties is very helpful to foster this, as well. Outlining the decisionmaking process and how the data will be managed helps ensure each partner’s role and
responsibility is understood [Brown, 2012].
For instance, researchers in Brown’s study of California household exposure incorporated
several requests from the community [Brown, 2012]. They compared the residential and
industrial area of interest to another similar area as a member of the community requested this.
They also evaluated their results in light of the initial environmental impact statement that had
been released for that industrial area. The CAB involved in this project gave input on which
compounds to analyze. With increased ownership over the design of the project, it was seen
that the community remained active in project by volunteering for various activities and
participating in meetings and later public hearings.
Two key Affect triggers could be positively impacted by meeting this CBPR goal. As the
community has say into how projects are conducted, the “lack of control” Affect trigger could
be reduced. The “unclear benefit” Affect trigger could also be addressed, as the community
has the chance to list specific concerns or questions that could be answered in the course of
further research.

d) ensure research and intervention strategies are culturally appropriate. By
encouraging the involvement of community organizers and members, it is easier to identify
common objectives between the community and researchers [Israel, 1998]. Researchers should
be sensitive to cultural norms that exist in the community and operate in a way that respects
those. It would also help to work with CAB or other local organizations to ensure the research
is conducted in a responsible and sensitive manner. If the results suggest that intervention
strategies are needed, these should also be appropriate for the community, rather than taking a
“one-size-fits-all” approach [O’Fallon & Dearry, 2002].
One CPBR in Oklahoma, the Tribal Efforts Against Lead (TEAL), worked with an
existing local community organization called the Society of Clan Mothers and Fathers to
ensure this goal was met [O’Fallon & Dearry, 2002]. This organization interacted with a much
broader social network within the community than what the academic researchers had access to
initially. They helped develop the materials and activities that were used to educate the
community and address lead poisoning and exposure in children. This allowed a more effective
distribution of information and enabled them to collect further concerns. As an intervention
was necessary, this organization was involved in determining which ones would be used. A
positive result of this work was that a statistically measurable drop was seen in the blood lead
levels in the children of that community.
As it relates to agricultural innovations, providing a culturally appropriate intervention
would translate into an innovation that can be used by the community without radical changes
in how that community operates. As with many of the CBPR goals, an appropriately defined
innovation should decrease Affect triggers as it has a clear benefit for the community and its
potential to negatively impact to future generations should be explained and minimized. In
addition, if the innovation has been discussed and presented in a way that the community
understands, this will create a positive “Typical Thing” rule that the community may more
easily embrace or can associate with other positive narratives.
e) define community as a unit of identity. Typically, a community is defined as those
located in a specific area, like a neighborhood or farming area. However, the community in
CBPR could be defined as those people who are most impacted by the concern that is being
researched [Isreal, 1998]. Therefore, it could include a physically separated group of people
that have a common physical, emotional, or historical connection to the area or subject to be
researched [Isreal, 1998; O'Fallon and Dearry, 2002]. For the previous goals to be achieved,
CBPR must identify what the community is and help those involved understand that they are
part of a common community. The challenge in larger projects or communities is that
increasing diversity could lead to the interaction of members that may not normally choose to
engage with each other or situations where there is an imbalance of power within the various
members of the community.
Brown’s CBPR utilized the existing efforts of the local organization, Communities for a
Better Environment (CBE) to help in their effort to meet this goal [Brown, 2012]. Already
familiar with the community, CBE made sure that meetings were attended by groups from

within the community, and even went door to door to gather participants. While some in the
community were hesitant to be involved with academic research, CBE was able to gain the
assistance of community leaders that denied requests from others involved with the CBPR.
This furthered the goal of representing the entire community. CBE helped identify an
additional request from the community concerning the impact of multiple pollutant exposures,
though this was not CBE’s initial focus. In the end, the project did develop additional data to
address these concerns, which also helped halt the expansion of the local refinery that was a
focus of the exposure project.
By defining the affected community well, those involved in the research from the
academic or institutional side can ensure appropriate representatives of the community are
involved, and thereby reduce the “lack of control” Affect trigger. Similarly, as those in the
community are involved in the research and its conduct, the “lack of trust” Affect trigger
related to the operators of a study should be reduced because those from the community are
involved in developing that research.
f) disseminate results in a way that is useful to everyone. Results generated through
the conduct of CBPR should be communicated and discussed with community members before
any publication [Brown, 2012]. Academic researchers should use the tools and strategies they
developed in earlier parts of CBPR to disseminate findings in a way the community will
understand [O’Fallon & Dearry, 2002]. This report back and the desire to publish can become
a sensitive issue if the results are not favorable to the community. Further negotiation with the
community is commonly seen in such circumstances [Mikesell, 2013]. If results are published,
the community members’ involvement and assistance should be recognized as well [Israel,
1998].
The Oregon Health Sciences University in Portland, Oregon, was involved in a CBPR
helping local, and often transient, farmworkers to stop inadvertently transporting pesticide
residues from the farm to their home and communities in order to reduce their children's
exposures to these chemicals [O’Fallon & Dearry, 2002]. They had to use multiple strategies to
communicate their findings appropriately. Researchers held community meetings as well as
met directly with individual families. Focus groups were formed to understand the common
practices and assumptions the farmers had relating to this issue. The community meetings not
only allowed results to be shown, they provided a means to discuss how those results could
impact health and other issues that the community wanted to discuss. Using the focus group
information, researchers made an educational video to help reduce specific practices that were
leading to unintentional pesticide exposures by the farmers and their families.
As it relates to the Gut heuristics and triggers, this goal could be one of the most
important. If at no other time in the CBPR, the benefits and future impacts (Affect triggers)
would be addressed with this as a goal. As the Gut is insensitive to numbers and probabilities,
the results from research should be presented in ways that help the community understand the
impact of the innovation. Presentations that help them easily visualize the human impacts will
help them categorize this according to their “Typical Things” rule, especially if there are

multiple results to be shared. Using several different approaches to disseminating results will
also build a positive Example rule. Furthermore, by building a positive example, as well as
involving them in other portions of the research, the community may even develop a
confirmation bias in support of the study and its conclusions.
Community-engaged research (CEnR) may be a more attainable a variant of the CBPR
approach as it relates to agricultural innovations. One difference is that a CEnR project more
often stems from a community request versus an academic question [Vega, 2016]. More
critically, the community participants are not involved in conducting research but are aware of
the studies being conducted. Being aware of these types of projects, communities can still
anticipate and review the research findings, increasing the utility for those studies to the
community [Senier, 2008]. As participation may be difficult to achieve, due to either
community reluctance or lack of a clear “community” nexus, it can be a more reasonable goal
for a project to be CEnR. However, many of the fundamental guidelines remain the same: to
work collaboratively with the community to attain the research goals, to both increase
knowledge and act on this new information, and to share the research findings with the
community [Isreal, 1998; Senier, 2008].
With either approach, the community has increased involvement and input on how studies
are conducted, and the analysis above indicates that this has led to increased acceptance of
results. Table 4 outlines the six CBPR goals and which heuristic or trigger each goal could help
resolve. The purpose of this paper’s remaining analysis is to understand if a CBPR or CEnR
approach has addressed or helped reduce the Gut level triggers people experienced in relation to
agricultural innovations like pesticides or GM-crops.
Two historical agricultural innovation development projects will be evaluated in light of
these CBPR and CEnR criteria to determine if closer alignment to these goals led to an
increasing acceptance of the innovation itself. These two GM projects had different levels of
community involvement. Neither project was specifically conducted with the intention to be
CBPR or CEnR. However, it is still possible to evaluate the approaches that the researchers used
against the framework of those goals and how they may have affected the Gut-level heuristics
and triggers discussed earlier.
Table 4: Impact of CBPR and CEnR Goals on Gut-level Heuristics and Triggers
CBPR and CEnR goals1
promote collaboration and participation at
every stage
foster co-learning

disseminate results to everyone

Heuristics/triggers Impacted2
Typical Things Rule
Unfamiliar (Affect Rule (AR))
Lack of trust in operators (AR)
Lack of control (AR)
Example Rule
Lack of trust in operators (AR)
Not understood (AR)
Negative impact to kids (AR)
Example Rule
Confirmation Bias

projects are driven by the community
research and intervention are culturally
appropriate
define community as a unit of identity

Typical Things Rule
Number & probability insensitivity
Unclear benefit (AR)
Lack of control (AR)
Unclear benefit (AR)
Typical Things Rule
Unclear benefit (AR)
Negative impact to kids (AR)
Lack of trust in operators (AR)
Lack of control (AR)

1) Goals shared by CBPR and CEnR are in italics
2) Example Rule: The easier it is to recall of concern or benefit means it must be more likely to occur or be true.
Confirmation Bias: Tendency to gravitate toward information that agrees with an established or popular opinion.
Typical Things Rule: Attempt to fit new information into existing narratives and prefer visual stories to those that
rely on numbers or statistics.
Affect/Good or Bad rule (AR): Triggers that cause a person to not like an activity or product and therefore judge
that activity or product as risky.

CBPR Case Studies
Case study 1 (CS1): GM papaya in Hawaii
Papaya ringspot virus (PRSV) is an aphid-vectored plant pathogen, causing symptoms
from yellowed or distorted leaves, deformed to inedible fruit, to killing severely infected plants
[Hou, 2012]. It is a global pathogen that has negatively affected many papaya-growing countries
[Gonsalves, 2007]. Farmers have attempted various strategies to control the spread of PRSV
including aggressive spray regimens to kill the aphids prior to spreading the disease further,
pruning diseased parts of plants before it can spread, to burning infected and nearby plants.
However, no effective traditional management treatment has been developed. Though first
detected in Hawaii the late 1970s, the main producing regions avoided detects of PRSV until
1992 [Gonsalves, 2007; Stokstad, 2008]. By 1998, however, this disease had effectively cut the
papaya output on the islands in half and put many small-scale growers out of the business
entirely.
Dennis Gonsalves, a Cornell plant virologist who himself was from Hawaii, had taken
interest in this disease in the early 1980s. He worked with both public and private institutions to
develop a GM papaya (GMP) resistant to PRSV that farmers would readily adopt [Held, 2016].
He crossed the GM technology with common commercial varieties to increase farmer acceptance
and usefulness, finding that the “Rainbow” variety had both high PRSV resistance as well as
high yield and weight of fruit [Gonsalves, 2007]. Just two years after its introduction in 1999,
more than half of the papayas grown in Hawaii were GMP. A decade later, over 90 percent of
papayas in Hawaii are GMP. The reasons farmers gave for their adoption are shown in Table 5
below. The technology has also been used in China, but resistance to GM technology has kept it
from being employed in Thailand [Hou, 2012; Davidson, 2012]. Lack of market acceptance for
GMP in Japan, a key market for Hawaiian papaya, means that a percentage of non-GMP is still
grown on the islands [Gonsalves, 2007].

Table 5: Farmers’ reasons for planting GM papaya.

From Gonsalves, The Adoption of Genetically Modified Papaya in Hawaii and its
Implications for Developing Countries, 2007

Elements of CBPR or CEnR utilized in CS1
In the development of the GMP, Gonsalves and others mirrored the goals of CBPR and
CEnR in several ways. First, Gonsalves and his team defined the papaya growers as a unit of
identity. He worked to make a product that all farmers could adopt by determining what
varieties they preferred and incorporating the GM technology into those [Gonsalves, 2007].
Researchers promoted collaboration and participation from multiple parties within the defined
community, the local papaya growers, as well as others with local interests. Papaya farmers
were familiar with the ongoing development effort due to Gonsalves and the University of
Hawaii involving farmer organizations throughout the 1990s, helping them identify which
varieties to focus on. Also involved were multiple public and private parties: Cornell, the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Monsanto, Asgrow Seed Company, and Cambia
Biosystems all helped develop the GM technology that was inserted into the papaya genome
[Gonsalves, 2007]. These partnerships also fostered co-learning, as farmer’s organizations
helped Gonsalves’ team navigate the regulatory and licensing hurdles while the organizations,
and the farmers they represented, gained more familiarity with the GMP prior to commercial
introduction.
This project also displayed sensitivity to creating an intervention that was culturally
appropriate. PRSV severely affected the papaya growers in Hawaii. Small growers especially
adopted this development very quickly, indicating they had a strong desire for this technology
[Gonsalves, 2007]. The development team met some key goals related to GMP to make it
culturally appropriate. First, it could be grown in a way consistent with farmers’ current
agricultural practices. Second, there was no need for additional capital investment. Finally, the
cost difference for the GM version was not excessive, though research had shown that a large

percentage of growers would be willing to purchase the GMP seed at a premium. Regarding the
dissemination of results to everyone, Gonsalves and the University of Hawaii promoted the GMP
prior to launch to ensure that Hawaiian papaya farmers were familiar with its potential benefits
[Gonsalves, 2007]. Stokstad states that they showed the fruit and its benefits to anyone they
could interest, from “politicians to schoolchildren” [Stokstad, 2008].
Elements of CBPR and CEnR lacking in CS1
While the overall development of GMP was driven by a perceived need of the community,
as not all the phases were driven by the community, it may be more in line with CEnR. More
importantly, the needs of the community were not fully addressed or resolved prior to
implementation, when it came to export considerations [Gonsalves, 2007]. An important
consideration for globally traded food like papaya is to avoid negatively impacting exporting
trade with the introduction of an agricultural innovation [Davidson, 2012]. Japan is a major
purchaser of papaya, but is reluctant to import GM varieties [Gonsalves, 2007]. This has created
a niche market in Hawaii of non-GM papaya being grown. Import and export considerations are
complex, as multiple regulatory agency requirements must be satisfied, yet this suggests some
deficiencies in defining the community fully which led to not developing a fully culturally
appropriate intervention.
By incorporating several elements of CBPR and CEnR, several of the Gut level heuristics
and triggers may have been addressed prior to GM papaya’s introduction. The community was
familiar with GMP and understood its potential benefit. Working with community members to
define appropriate varieties meant the community had some control over the project and had the
opportunity to develop trust in the researchers. Gonsalves willingness to collaborate with others
improved the chance that the GMP had a positive Typical Things narrative. His widespread
promotion of this technology, which relied on displays of the fruit as well as numbers of
improved yield or acres lost to disease, increased the examples people could recall when this
technology was released.
As a counter-point, other countries that followed less-CBPR paths in their development and
introduction of GM papaya experienced lower positive outcomes in the awareness or acceptance
of the technology. In China, no community of papaya growers was identified to work with, and
almost no dissemination of results occurred. Sellers of seedlings knew that they were selling
GM papaya seed but would not share that information with their customers for fear that growers
would not buy it [Hou, 2012]. Therefore, almost three out of four papaya farmers did not know
they were growing GMP, and less than half were aware that the key improvement of GMP is that
it is resistant to PRSV.
In Thailand, development efforts mainly occurred through governmental and academic
agencies like the Ministry of Science, Department of Agriculture, and Mahidol University
[Davidson, 2012]. Farmers were not brought into this process during development nor were they
engaged when bans on GM field-testing began in the early-2000s. Without prior awareness of

this technology, opponents of GM technologies found a receptive audience to make claims of
negative health effects without providing documenting proof [Stokstad, 2008]. Unfortunately,
no vigorous counter-arguments were given by health officials or leaders, either [Davidson,
2012]. While surveys show that farmers tend to trust those in positions of authority, this silence
by officials could erode their credibility if they continue to advance this technology. Finally,
without community engagement, a key export concern was not addressed, as farmers would not
be able to sell GM papaya to their main export region of the European Union, due to its lack of
acceptance of GM crops [Davidson, 2012]. In both countries, a lack of community involvement
and participation led to lower levels of acceptance of this technology.
Case study 2 (CS2): Bt-eggplant development in India
Eggplant (also called brinjal) is one of the most affordable and widely consumed
vegetables in India [Shelton, 2010]. It is both a nutritious crop and important culturally to
Indians, who consume almost 10 million tons of eggplant each year. Growing eggplant can
provide a stable income due to the high demand, yet also has the potential for large losses from
pests and disease, seriously affecting a farmer’s livelihood [Chong, 2005]. One of the greatest
challenges eggplant farmers face is the fruit and shoot borer (FSB, Leucinodes orbonalis).
Preventing injury from FSB requires accurately timing insecticide applications to just before the
eggs hatch in order to prevent the larvae from boring into the plant or fruit [Shelton, 2010].
Indian farmers experience yield losses of up to 70% to FSB, and therefore apply insecticides up
to forty times in a single season to avoid such losses. Such a high repetition of pesticide use
increases environmental pollution, the risk to human health and the chance of developing
insecticide-resistant pests. Despite years of work, traditional breeding has not successfully
introduced adequate levels of FSB-resistance into commercial eggplants.
The Maharashtra Hybrid Seed Company (MAHYCO), the largest private company in the
Indian market for eggplant hybrid seeds, partnered in 2000 with Monsanto to develop a Bteggplant. [Krishna, 2007; Shelton, 2010]. In 2003, MAHYCO began a public-private partnership
with Cornell University, the Agricultural Biotechnology Support Project (ABSP II) and the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) to develop this crop further.
USAID funded local agricultural universities to develop open-pollinated varieties (OPVs) from
the transformed line they received from MAHYCO [Shelton, 2010]. These OPVs would allow
poorer farmers access to this technology entering the markets at a more affordable price point
[Krishna, 2007].
The sale of transgenic Bt-eggplant was approved by Indian government authorities in 2009
[Shelton, 2010]. Soon after, local citizens and non-governmental organizations (NGOs),
inundated Indian government officials with urges to ban Bt-eggplant’s cultivation. The
commercialization of Bt-eggplant was halted in 2010 [Bansal & Gruere, 2012]. As a
counterpoint, in Bangladesh, smallholder farmer acceptance of Bt-eggplant after its approval in

2013 has encouraged the government to prioritize the development of other GM crops [Samal &
Rout, 2018].
Elements of CBPR or CEnR utilized in CS2
As FSB is a serious disease in Thailand, and eggplant a critically important crop, the
project intended to be culturally appropriate. The Bt-eggplant was expected to bring about
significant productivity growth in Indian eggplant production as well as decrease health hazards
by reducing insecticide applications. Surveys of Indian farmers were done prior to the
introduction of Bt-eggplant, showing that some community participation was sought initially
[Chong, 2005]. These showed that farmers top concerns related to the potential economic
benefits and making sure that Bt-eggplant developers were accountable for any safety issues that
could come up. Overall, economic benefits were shown to outweigh the risks that farmers
perceived they would encounter.
There is evidence of collaboration and co-learning within the partnerships, as private
institutions worked with both academia and governmental institutions. MAHYCO allowed local
universities to develop varieties that would make the technology available at a more affordable
price for poorer farmers [Krishna, 2007]. The OPV work being funded by USAID and the
ABSP II meant that the cost and hurdles of technology development were distributed to many
partners [Shelton, 2010]. Universities in India received access to proprietary technology and
developed a working knowledge of Bt-eggplant prior to introduction in the market.
Finally, two communities of farmers were defined: the well-off farmer and the poorer
farmer [Shelton, 2010]. The public-private partnerships intended to introduce two separate
interventions to allow equitable technology access. Richer farmers were willing to pay four times
as much for Bt-eggplant seed than conventional in the initial years. Poorer farmers would be
able to afford the OPV that would be released in subsequent years [Krishna, 2007]. Farmers in
both cases would receive disease-resistant seeds, though on different timetables.
Elements of CBPR and CEnR lacking in CS2
The development of Bt-eggplant in India favored a more traditional developmental
approach compared to CBPR. Though there was significant collaboration between the private,
government, and academic institutions, it is not clear if any institution collaborated with local
farmers or their communities. A pre-market launch survey is the only indication of community
participation. Yet this could be considered market research, and not true community
engagement. The definition of the two unique communities of richer and poorer farmers was
designed to improve access but could be seen as primarily benefiting the companies rather than
being economically just. MAHYCO and Monsanto stood to improve their image by developing a
needed response to FSB losses and by allowing OPVs to enter the market at a more affordable
price, as well [Krishna, 2007]. Studies had shown that the price risk to MAHYCO’s premium
seed due to the introduction of more affordable OPV was manageable if the OPV eggplant was
introduced a few years after the non-OP varieties.

Description of the various initiatives show that this project, though well intentioned, was
driven by the private parties like USAID or MAHYCO and not the community. The
dissemination of results to the larger community happened as an official announcement from the
government, rather than an advanced discussion [Shelton, 2010]. In response, NGOs like
Greenpeace used several approaches to resist Bt-eggplant’s introduction beyond personal
petitions to the government mentioned earlier [Shelton, 2010]. They sued to stop field-testing of
Bt-eggplant, promoted the increase in GM labeling requirements, and even released a movie
detailing potential harmful effects of GM crops. The labeling requirement would have introduced
additional costs across the supply chain, making adopting or accepting Bt-eggplant much less
attractive in the market [Bansal & Gruere, 2012].
Overall, the lack of community involvement, control, input and review of the results prior
to an expected launch of Bt-eggplant may negatively influenced many Gut-level heuristics and
triggers. The lack of community participation also kept the developers from providing positive
“Example” or “Typical things” rules to the community through their involvement. This may have
led to far lower initial public support of Bt-eggplant and allowed GM critics more latitude speak
“for the people” in these various approaches.

Conclusion
Agricultural innovations go through a myriad of tests and reviews before being brought
to market in America. These allow officials at the EPA, USDA, and FDA to assess the potential
impacts in the environment and to human health of each innovation. These innovations can only
be marketed if those agencies determine that no risk would be increased unreasonably in doing
so. This is a lengthy and expensive process that many in those agencies and the companies that
market these innovations believe proves that these innovations are safe.
There are several benefits to their use, as well. Newer pesticides can be less toxic, or
toxic to a narrower spectrum of organism, than older chemistries. GM crops like Bt-corn can
help reduce the need for insecticide applications, which is protective of the growers and the
environment. Both types of innovations help farmers protect or increase their harvests, which
could help address feeding a growing global population and counter the increasing pressures to
farming due loss of arable land, freshwater, and less predictable weather.
Despite the apparent need for these innovations and their regulatory approvals,
controversy exists within the public about the safety and necessity of these innovations. Various
aspects of how these innovations are developed, and by whom, trigger the “Gut” system of our
minds to be fearful of them. This includes the complexity of the data itself, the lack of trust in
large corporations, past examples of improper use or consequences, and the potential for
significant negative effects. The agriculture industry’s approaches to educate the public do not
often address these triggers at the Gut level.
Community based research may be an additional avenue for industry to explore to
increase the acceptance of these innovations through hands on involvement or engagement with
the studies that are conducted to verify their safety. Other scientific and regulatory institutions,

including the EPA and NIEHS, have seen improved acceptance of their interventions by
involving the public in the conduct of research and adjusting their deliverables based on what the
community desires. Evaluating two recent GM crop introductions against the six CBPR goals
outlined by the NIEHS, a correlation between community involvement and community
acceptance has been seen.
Further research should be done to validate this connection in the development and
introduction of other agricultural innovations. A CBPR or CEnR approach could address Gutlevel triggers related to the public’s lack of control, understanding, and familiarity with
agricultural innovations. It could provide direct information to the public on the low potential for
harming future generations, opportunities to trust researchers, and visual stories on why the
innovation is an appropriate intervention for the problem it is trying to address. Finally, it could
help industry design studies and innovations that best answer the concerns that consumers have
about these technologies. If this correlation is validated, industry should consider if CBPR or
CEnR could be utilized while protecting industry’s intellectual property and market
competitiveness. Such collaboration would help increase understanding for all parties, improve
the public’s acceptance of these innovations, and create more appropriate agricultural
interventions.
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